Hooten and the Lady Rome
(episode 2)

Task 1
Answer the questions.
Have you ever been to Italy? If yes, what did you like about it? If not, would you like to go there?
Do you like films about mafia? Why (not)?
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Task 2
Learn the words. Match the words and their definitions or pictures.
a bullet-proof vest
a skull
a tomb

a bone
a liar
to consult with somebody
a treasure hunt
a fee
a nun
to punch in the face a temple a reward
a security clearance to look after

1. a member of a female religious group that lives in a

7. someone who tells lies (not truth).

convent.
2. a search for treasure.
3. an oﬃcial permission (paper or card) for someone
to get secret or important information or an access
to a place.
4.

8. to discuss something with someone before you
make a decision.
9. to hit someone’s face with your ﬁst.
10.

5.

6. an amount of money paid for a particular piece of
work or for a particular right or service.

11. to take care of.
12. something given in exchange for good behaviour
or good work, etc.
13. a large stone structure or underground room where
someone, especially an important person, is buried.
14. a building used for the worship of a god or gods in
some religions.
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Task 3
Watch the video. Who says these phrases?
1. ____ Oh, Ulysses, look after yourself.
2. ____ Well, you think, I’m gonna just drop
everything to go treasure hunting with you?
3. ____ What kind of clearance do you have?
4. ____What did you do to close down security?
5. ____ All I see are skulls and bones. And more
skulls, and more bones. It’s like a serial killer’s
apartment.
6. ____ If the Vatican wants it, it will pay a fee of 5
million Euros.
7. ____ I’m not a liar like you.
8. ____I thought you went to work, cataloged items,
occasionally travelled, a reward to revindicate things.
9. ____ He was a jungle-and-tomb man.
10. ____ Did you punch him in the face yet?

A. Lady Alex

B. Mr Hooten

D. Tramacca

C. Sister Maria Riva

E. Lady Lindo-Parker
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Task 4
Mark the sentences True or false.
1. Lady Alex is getting married soon.
2. Mr. Hooten got an authentic page of the Sibylline
book from a nun.
3. The Sibylline book guided kings to predict the
weather.
4. Lady Alex has a security clearance to get to any
place at any time.
5. They found a piece of skull in the Sistine Chapel
ceiling.
6. The search team helped Mr. Hooten and Lady Alex
escape from the alligator under the temple.
7. Mr. Hooter didn’t know that Sister Maria was
making deals with the Maﬁa.
8. Mr. Hooten survived after Tramacca shot him
because he was wearing a bullet-proof vest.
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Task 5
Answer the questions and write the review of the episode.
1. What do you think of ‘‘Hooten and the Lady,
episode 2’’: a plot, actors, places?
2. What was the most exciting part of this episode?
3. What do you think will happen in the next episode?
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Write 150-200 words.
Use the keywords:

be set in
amusing
(un)predictable
talented
breathtaking
On a scale from zero to ﬁve, I give
this ﬁlm a ﬁve.
a success/ failure
I highly recommend the ﬁlm
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Optional task
Read the article “Rome in one day”’. What places would you like to visit?Make
a list of 10 new words or phrases. Make sentences with them.
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KEYS:
Task 2
1. a member of a female religious group that lives in a convent - a nun.
2. a search for treasure - treasure hunt.
3. an oﬃcial permission (paper or card) for someone to get secret or important
information or an access to a place - a security clearance.
4. - a skull.
5. - a bone.
6. an amount of money paid for a particular piece of work or for a particular
right or service - a fee.
7. someone who tells lies - a liar.
8. to discuss something with someone before you make a decision - to consult
with somebody.
9. to hit someone’s face with your ﬁst - to punch in the face.
10. - a bullet-proof vest.
11. to take care of - to look after.
12. something given in exchange for good behaviour or good work, etc. a reward.
13. a large stone structure or underground room where someone, especially
an important person, is buried - a tomb.
14. a building used for the worship of a god or gods in some religions a temple.

2. ____ Well, you think, I’m gonna just drop everything to go treasure
hunting with you? (A)
3. ____ What kind of clearance do you have? (B)
4. ____What did you do to close down security? (A)
5. ____ All I see are skulls and bones. And more skulls, and more bones.
It’s like a serial killer’s apartment. (B)
6. ____ If the Vatican wants it, it will pay a fee of 5 million Euros. (D)
7. ____ I’m not a liar like you. (A)
8. ____I thought you went to work, cataloged items, occasionally travelled,
a reward to revindicate things. (E)
9. ____ He was a jungle-and-tomb man. (A)
10. ____ Did you punch him in the face yet? (E)
Task 4
1. Lady Alex is getting married soon. T
2. Mr. Hooten got an authentic page of the Sibylline book from a nun. T
3. The Sibylline book guided kings to predict the weather. F
4. Lady Alex has a security clearance to get to any place at any time. F
5. They found a piece of skull in the Sistine Chapel ceiling. F
6. The search team helped Mr. Hooten and Lady Alex escape from the alligator under the temple. F
7. Mr. Hooter didn’t know that Sister Maria was making deals with the Maﬁa. T
8. Mr. Hooten survived after Tramacca shot him because he was wearing
a bullet-proof vest. T

Task 3
1. ____ Oh, Ulysses, look after yourself. (C)
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